I CAN BUILD THAT!
Ages 3-5, Pre-K to K Kit Barcode: 33357004874923
- Feed creativity and exploration
- Develop hand-eye coordination
- Learn numbers, geometry, and measurement
- Practice shape recognition
Launchpads provide high-quality, ad-free learning apps.
100% secure, No risk of exposure to unintended content!

Here’s what’s included with “I Can Build That!” Launchpad
7 DAY LOAN and $1.00/day overdue fee / Kit Replacement Cost: $125 + $5 processing fee

LAUNCHPAD

AC ADAPTER

USB CHARGER

See back for a description of apps on this device.
This S.T.E.A.M. kit was created by a generous donation from
WB Knights of Columbus (December 2016)

“I CAN BUILD THAT!” Launchpad contains the following apps:
This Duckie Deck Robo Buddies - Robo Buddies was designed with preschoolers
and children in mind to engage attention while learning independently. The challenge is to assemble a new friend for Bolt, the helpful robot, by uncovering
scenes, matching pieces and unlocking new parts. Offering fun and learning together while developing hand-eye coordination!
BioMio - My First Biology App - BioMio is perfect for parents who would like to
raise a child's awareness to the processes of nature and basic aspects of biology
without overwhelming text or complicated graphics. Children will be immersed in
the different landscapes and delight in bringing plants and animals to life by simple touch of the screen!
Frosby Block Puzzle - A fun and satisfying block puzzle featuring cool animal designs. Trevor the Turtle is lost with other animals blocking his way! Help him slide
his way back to the ocean.
GazziliShapes - Colors & artwork. Music & sounds. Friendly, hands-on activities.
GazziliShapes is a multi-sensory learning experience.
Kapu Blocks - Kapu Blocks teaches your child the basics of physics and the rules of
gravity, while providing a world full of surprises and possibilities to build the wildest creations. Choose the building block you want to add to the tower and hoist it
up to the right place using the hook of the crane.
Kapu Forest - Come and discover all the fantastic animals of Kapu Forest! Feed the
early birds, catch bugs with the hopping frog and make the fireflies light up the
dark. Kapu Forest is a colorful and fun digital toy that lets kids discover the forest
and meet all the animals!
My First 10monkeys Math App - Houston, we have a math problem! Adventurous
ten monkeys have boarded a space vessel and are exploring a galaxy far, far away.
Join the monkeys in their journey and help them solve math problems to keep
their space ship fueled up for their new explorations!
Balloon Pop - Pop! Boom! Bang! A classic balloon popping game for young kids,
with cute graphics and cool special effects.
Planet Go - In Planet Go, children learn about vehicles and transportation including ships, planes and cars. Featuring jigsaw puzzles, memory games, paint and coloring activities and much more!
Sid the Science Kid: Reused Robot - Sid the Science Kid finds out that you don't
always have to throw trash away.

